
IDA ICE Daylight calculation 

Daylight tab 
The daylight calculation is setup and run from the daylight tab. 

 

Measures 

Select which measures to calculate, either daylight factor or illuminance 

Calculated time points 

Add new time points with “+”-button. Delete time points by right-click > Delete. Time points are only 

used with illuminance calculation. 

Type of sky 

Select one of 4 standard sky models or a climate based sky. If climate based sky is selected, irradiance 

values are taken from the climate file at the specified time point. 

Precision 

Detail level of Radiance calculation. Click Precision link to see the specific Radiance settings and to 

create new sets of settings. For details about the specific Radiance settings, see the Radiance 

documentation. 

Controllable shading 

Select if controllable shades should be up, drawn or according to control signal. When according to 

control signal is selected each controllable shade is placed in the actual position it had in the selected 

simulation at the specified time point. 

Simulation with control signal 

The simulation that the shading control signal is taken from. The result ‘Shading control’ must have 

been logged in the selected simulation. 



Optical properties table 

The optical properties table shows surface properties for all geometry relevant to the daylight 

calculation. The database of surface objects has been extended to include ~80 new surfaces taken 

from "Photometry and colorimetry characterisation of materials in daylighting evaluations tools" by 

M.Bodart, R. de Peñaranda, A. Deneyer, G. Flamant, 2007. 

All geometry that is used in the daylight calculation can be seen in the 3D view when visualizing one 

of the optical properties by clicking on the box icon in the column header.  For an imported object to 

be included in the daylight calculation ‘Calculate the shadows’ has to be checked. IFC models are not 

included in the daylight calculation, even if they have ‘Calculate the shadows’ checked. Instead we 

recommend the user to separately import the geometry that is interesting for daylight as an 

imported object. 

Name 

Surface slot of geometric object, for instance wall inner surface. 

Type 

Type of surface, for instance external wall inner surface. 

Surface 

Selection of surface object, or for drop arm awnings and markisolettes, shade material object. 

Reflectance 

Fraction of light reflected from surface (both diffusely and specularly) 

Transmittance 

Fraction of light transmitted through surface. 

Diffusion factor 

Fraction of transmitted light diffusely scattered. 

Specularity 

Fraction of light specularly reflected from surface. 

Roughness 

Degree of non-smoothness, where 0 is a perfectly smooth surface. 

Measuring plane 

Daylight is calculated on measuring planes. 

Horizontal surface inside zone – For all zones selected for daylight calculation a measuring plane is 

created at the specified height above the floor, with the specified distance to walls and with the 

specified distance between measuring points. 

Predefined measuring planes – All measuring planes manually added to surfaces. 

Zones 

Select the “+”-button and either add all zones, remove all zones or select zones in the 3D view. 



Measuring planes 

Add measuring planes by opening a wall and inserting a measuring plane from the palette. 

Results table 

After the calculation has finished a number of scalar measures (average, minimum, maximum, 

uniformity ratio) are presented in the table. 

Run 

Run Radiance™ daylight calculation on selected zones or measuring planes with the geometry shown 

in the 3D view when visualizing one of the parameters in the Optical properties table. In the Expert 

edition the calculation of different zones, measuring planes and time points is distributed on the 

number of processes specified at Options > Preferences > General > Simulation and run in parallel. 

Measuring plane dialog 

 

Distance from surface 

Positive for inside of zone and negative for outside of zone. 

Generate plane boundaries from surface edge offset 

Limit the measuring plane to the boundaries of the surface with an offset. If checked and distance 

from surface places the plane inside the zone, the plane is a section of the zone. If the plane is 

outside the zone, the plane is the boundaries of the surface. 

Offset from surface edges 

If positive the measuring plane is smaller than the surface. If negative the measuring plane is larger 

than the surface. 

Resolution 

Distance between measuring points. 

Measurement direction 

Normal to plane or at specified direction in building coordinates. 



Edit shape of measuring plane 
Open the wall on which the measuring plane has been inserted. Right-click on the edge of the 

measuring plane and select edit. To insert a new contour: Right-click and select Start new contour. 

 

Animation of field results 
The measuring plane fields are visualized on the 3d tab by clicking Animation and selecting the 

measure. The different time points are viewed by clicking >>| and |<<. 

 

The 3D view can be shown from the top by selecting Show… > Set view > Top.  

 



Hold down the ctrl-key and click on the scale bar to show the percentage of area above and below a 

threshold. Ctrl-click beside the scale bar to return to the usual scale bar. 

 

The field result can also be shown without interpolation between points. Uncheck Smooth in the 

Show animated results dialog. 

 



 

When the cursor is placed on the visualized field the value of this point is shown in the status bar and 

on the tooltip. 

Shadows can also be shown together with Radiance results. 

 

  



Temporary files 
A number of files used for the communication with Radiance and daylight.exe (our interface program 

to Radiance) are stored in the temporary folder. The temporary folder is located at the path specified 

in the Preferences dialog (Options > Preferences…). 

 

In the temporary folder under \idamod47 there is a folder with a name similar to the name of the 

project. In that folder a new temp folder is created each time a daylight simulation is run. In this 

temp folder the \obj folder contains the interface files to daylight.exe and the \tmp folder contains 

the interface files to Radiance, e.g. [project_name].log contains all commands sent to radiance. 
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